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Introduction

Throughout the US, consumers rely on local health 
authorities to regulate and inspect restaurants in an attempt 
to assure that high-quality hygiene standards are 
maintained. 

If hygiene were left unregulated and unmonitored, it is likely 
that restaurant workers would shirk in their efforts to 
maintain good hygiene, and customers would generally 
have little idea that their meals may have been prepared 
without meeting appropriate health standards.

Of course, not all restaurants would be irresponsible in this 
way, but it only takes one shirking restaurant to give rise to a
public health emergency.



Transformation of Health Scores



Effect of Policy Implementation



Effects of GC on 
Food-Related Illness Hospitalizations



Why Differentiate Before GC?

Consumers know nothing 
Restaurants don’t bother to maintain good 
hygiene
pure noise

Consumers know everything
restaurants choose to “be dirty” or “be clean”
Chain affiliation
Repeat customers 

Consumers have lousy information
equally lousy everywhere
dispersion in the amount of information noise



Why Differentiate After GC?

Information is equal

Different cost to maintain good hygiene
Ex: Burger joint, Chinese cuisine, Sushi Bar 

Different benefit from good hygiene
consumer WTP for good hygiene
local competition



Chain Affiliation

 Before 
GC  

After 
GC  

All restaurants 76.77 89.62 

In Zagat 77.43 88.97 

Chains 82.5 92.76 

Company-owned 
chains 

82.94 92.70 

Franchised chains 81.84 92.87 
 

 



Specific Examples
 Before 

GC 
After 
GC 

 com-owned 
86.98 94.04 

           franchised 82.09 94.14 

com-owned 

81.49 90.83 

             franchised 78.12 92.04 

 com-owned 

81.09 91.50 

             franchised 81.78 92.69 
 

 



Chain Facts

Chains have better hygiene than independent 
restaurants

Company-owned chain units have better hygiene than 
franchised units

A chain has better hygiene if it owns a greater number 
and concentration of units in LA county



Hygiene Facts
better hygiene in heavy retail districts

better hygiene in hotel districts

worse hygiene in recreational districts

no difference in white-collar employment districts



Hygiene Quality Distribution over Time



Effect of Hygiene GC on Hygiene Scores



Major impacts after GC

• Dramatic increase in hygiene quality

• Decrease in the dispersion of hygiene quality

• Revenue more responsive to hygiene grade

• Food-borne illnesses drop 20%

• Only 25% “A” restaurants before GC, now is 
over 80%
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